Dome Light Components
1992-99 Chevy Blazer, Tahoe, Suburban
1992-99 GMC Yukon, Suburban

1992-99
With Fixed
Reading Lights

1992-94
Without
Reading Lights

Custom Bulbs
See Page 45

License Plate Lamp
1992-99 Chevy Blazer, Tahoe, Suburban
1992-99 GMC Yukon, Suburban

Underhood Lamp Kit

Underhood Lamp Kit adapts to any 12 volt truck and helps illuminate the engine bay. Necessary installation hardware is included. No need for wiring to a switch, bulb socket base is gravity activated; lamp comes on when hood is raised and goes out when lowered. Mount underneath hood and connect lamp wire to any constant hot vehicle wire. Moisture proof in-line fuse is integrated into wire for protection.

Installation Tip: Since all hoods and mounting locations are different, a slight adjustment to mounting bracket may be needed to assure light goes out when hood is closed. After mounting bracket and wires have been installed, apply pressure to the mounting bracket to change the angle as needed.

Underhood Light - Fixed Type
1992-99 Chevy Blazer, Tahoe, Suburban
1992-99 GMC Yukon, Suburban

MINI BULB REMOVER / INSTALLER

Mini Bulb Remover/Installer features cushioned grips and rubber-coated ends for easy removal and safe installation of hard-to-reach bayonet, screw and wedge base bulbs.

PART ILL# DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
38-1398 MINI BULB REMOVER / INSTALLER CHEVY GMC 92-99 (1) $10.95

PART ILL# DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-0227 BULB CLEAR CHEVY GMC 92-99 (2) $.95
29-0315 SCREW CHEVY GMC 92-99 (2) $.65